Located on Sri Lanka's picturesque South Coast, Weligama still offers the charm of an idyllic fishing village while providing excellent accommodation choices, catering for all budgets and needs. Enjoy walks along uncrowded beaches, still untouched by mass tourism and be fascinated by the famous stilt fishing men.

But Weligama is more than beach life. Much more. Surrounded by rubber and coconut plantations, ancient temples and spice gardens, natural sanctuaries and exotic wildlife, Weligama offers something for everybody.

The ideal location of Weligama makes it a great starting point for excursions along the South- and West Coast as well as for explorations of the National Parks.

The choice of accommodation in Weligama is ranging from budget guesthouses, surf bungalows to stylish hotels.

Another highlight is the traditional Devil Dance, a Southern Sri Lankan special. Known for its healing powers, Devil Dancers are invited to help speeding up the recovery process of illnesses. A great thing to watch and/or even participate.

To look for other Sri Lanka hotels or guesthouses click here...
For more travel and background information on Sri Lanka, read our Sri Lanka guide and the travel tips, helping you to make the most out of your holiday in Sri Lanka.
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Weligama - Sri Lanka
Activities

Weligama is more than beach life. Much more. Surrounded by rubber and coconut plantations, ancient temples and spice gardens, natural sanctuaries and exotic wildlife, Weligama offers something for everybody.
Weligama Surfing
Weligama is one of the most reliable surf destinations in the Indian Ocean with several famous surf points in walking distance. There is one Beach Break, the Weligama Beach Brake (best for beginners), Reef Breaks are Kabalana, Midigama, Ram's Point, Plantation Point and Two Secrets Point. Surf lessons, surf board hire and a surf camp provides all beginners or professionals what they are looking for.

Coconut Factory
Be amazed what a coconut tree all provides for. It's not only coconuts but fibre which is traditionally used for mats, ropes and nets. A great insight in a classic craft.

Snake Farm
Be scared or charmed by these creatures which are displayed in their natural habitat. Experienced guides will explain all there is to know about Sri Lankan snakes.

Rubber Factory
Since ancient times Sri Lanka is well known for its natural riches and this includes the rubber trees. Watch the process from collecting the fresh sap to the export-quality pure rubber.

Organic Fruit Farm
Not only for the health conscious. Be amazed by the variety of fruits including 20 different types of bananas. All organic and available as pure fruits, jams, juices and tasty food in their own restaurant.